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For what is billed as a Best
Practice in community economic
development, social accounting sure
has its share of critics. Proponents
and practitioners of social accounting
think of the work as a systematic
analysis of the effect that an
organization has on its stakeholders,
including input from the
stakeholders themselves.

Sounds like a“motherhood issue.”
How can any self-respecting CED
practitioners not like tools that enable
them to put right down on the bottom
line,“Here’s how we have changed the
lives of people and communities”?

Yet staff and volunteers at nonprofit
organizations often view social account-
ing with real cynicism. As a practitioner
working with and for small and medium-
sized CED organizations over the past
decade – and a true believer in social
accounting – I’ve gotten an earful:

“We collected evaluation data for four
years and never received a report.”

“I’m not sure what the evaluators are
doing but they’re holding a lot of
meetings.”

“We put a lot of time and energy into
social accounting and got little benefit.”
There is no shortage of stories, believe

me. Then, to top it all, in the pages of this
very magazine not long ago (“What
Counts: Social Accounting for
Nonprofits & Co-operatives,”

14:2, pp. 12-14), a nonprofit
consultant asked,“Will social accounting
be used?”“No, not likely!” was his quick
reply.

What’s a guy like me to do in the face
of this tidal wave of negative feedback?
The natural reaction is to fight back.
Remonstrate with the critics! Do more
research! Make better tools!
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But frankly, about the last thing that
nonprofit staff and volunteers want to see
is more tools. In fact, they would more
likely support the imposition of a
moratorium on tools in social account-
ability until the sector found the means
to put the current tools in use.

I propose that the proponents of
social accounting look at it from a
different perspective. We should try
thinking of ourselves as an“industry”
seeking to increase the market of its
product and serve its customers.

Viewed from this perspective, it
appears that the social accounting
industry, in its drive to create“Best
Practice,” has only served customers that
can afford and demand a high-end
product. This endeavour has done little

customers: nonprofit organizations and
corporations. To begin, we must
determine whether a market actually
exists.

Is social accountability is in fact a
“motherhood issue,” that a large part of
the market acknowledges to be crucial, if
only on a conceptual level? I believe it is.
My unscientific research has identified
many nonprofit staff who are passion-
ately concerned that their organization’s
work prove valuable to the populations
that they serve.

I can also cite as evidence the
indignation of nonprofit managers when

Is There a Market for
Social Accounting?

Best Practice Blues
Can it still be a Best Practice, if practitioners don’t use it? By Allan Day

to serve the far more numerous small
and medium-sized nonprofits that
cannot afford to implement the latest
and most complex tools.

The fact is that our“industry” has
been focussed, rather than

focussed. The solutions lie not
in research and in greater technical
perfection in the product, but in
improved customer service and
marketing.

So let’s do a very simple analysis of
the social accounting industry and its
performance from the perspective of its

research
customer

they ask,“How come my incredibly
innovative program or proposal didn’t get
funded while Agency X – which hasn’t
accomplished anything close to our
results – keeps getting more and more
money from donors?!” It all goes to show
that these managers“do” social accounting
even when they lack a formal system –
and that they want systems with estab-
lished indicators and benchmarks to
demonstrate the relative effectiveness of
CED interventions.

Is there a market for social accounting?
You bet there is.

The fact is that the social accounting “industry” has been
research focussed, rather than customer focussed. The solutions
lie not in research & in greater technical perfection in the
product, but in improved customer service & marketing.
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Price & Quality

It’s no secret that nonprofits feel under-
resourced and that many are struggling to
survive. Nonprofits balk not just at the
price of the social accountants, but at the
demands that social accountants place on
the organization’s ability to gather
information. The market perceives that
social accounting often requires more
resources than are available or have been
anticipated.

And they’re right. The social account-
ing industry struggles to offer anything
less than big ticket items. We’re essen-
tially out there designing Ferraris for the
Molson 500 and ignoring the family of
four on a single income that just needs to
get safely from home to the shopping
mall.

stories are well known. Here are a few of
the comments I heard while researching
this article:

“Social accounting products don’t
address critical priorities.”

“With its focus on counting, social
accounting doesn’t help us to articulate
work that cannot be counted.”

“The tools of social accounting produce
information of limited value – and
frequently too late to be of any value
at all.”

“Social accounting is too complex to
operate.”
I have an answer for each of these. I

can come up with some very clever and
technical explanation of why social
accounting does address priorities, and how
it is both possible and important to capture
qualitative data as well as quantitative.
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procedures dictated by the damn
accountants.

Imagine this, for example. You have
no work and want a job – badly! Look
who’s coming – some clown who, as part
of the requirements of a social account-
ing system, wants a half hour of your
time to answer some questions that will
help reform the social welfare system in
five years. Yup – that’s a good use of your
time!

Or you’re the manager of a pilot
employment program that has a caseload
of 500 people. Your evaluation system is
designed to provide information when
the pilot ends in four years, but you want
to make immediate changes to improve
service to your current caseload.

Well, if we really want to make social
accounting work in practice we need it to
provide answers to the day-to-day
challenges of critical stakeholders: the
people who collect the information and
“do” the accounting from day to day.

What is the product? Is it “tools of social
accounting”? Oh no it isn’t.

The owner of Revlon once said,“I
don’t sell cosmetics, I sell hope,” and he
was dead right. There is not a single
nonprofit manager who wants to buy
social accounting or its tools. What
many do want to invest in is doing the
right things and doing things right to
better their communities.

In a great paper he wrote for the
Foundation for Rural Living, Mark
Cabaj breaks social accounting into seven
elements. I paraphrase them here:
1. Identify the key results your organiza-

tion wants to achieve.
2. Choose measures for these results,

and establish targets in terms of those
measures.

3. Design a system to track and analyze
those measures.

4. Set up the system and keep it
running.

5. Audit the records to ensure that they
are accurate.

6. Report the findings to stakeholders.
7. Use the social audit to shape the

organization’s direction and practices.

The Product

Look at the traditional accounting
industry. It offers products and services at
a variety of price levels. There are
software packages going for less than
$200, big accounting firms charging the
Earth, and everything in between.

We need to offer a greater range of
options in terms of price and quality.

Let’s face it. Social accounting gets good
receptions at conferences and whenever
policy wonks sit down together. But they
do not inspire awe on the part of staff of
nonprofit organizations. Whereas the
success stories of social accounting seem
be kept very quiet indeed, its horror

Promotion

But you know what? Nobody is going
to be convinced by a technical explana-
tion! The customer wants a

of the effectiveness of our
product.

As George Orwell almost wrote,“all
stakeholders are equal, but some
stakeholders are more equal than others.”

Social accounting systems are often
driven by funders and policy wonks.
They are set up to answer the big
questions, but are of little use to the staff,
participants, and volunteers that have to
devote their time and energy to the

practical
demonstration

Unequal Participation
of Stakeholders

Social accounting systems are often driven by funders & policy
wonks.... If we really want to make social accounting work in
practice we need it to provide answers to the day-to-day
challenges of critical stakeholders: the people who collect the
information & “do” the accounting from day to day.



The pursuit of best practice drives us
to excellence in all seven. But the reality
of limited nonprofit resources should
lead nonprofits and social accountants to
make choices and define products that
incorporate all or some of the key
elements to varying degrees. Clearly, over-
the-counter financial accounting software
does not provide the same depth of
accounting information that the Big Five
firms do. Nevertheless, these packages
meet the needs of thousands of small
business owners.

Now, if you are a technocrat, you may
at this point wonder if I am being lured
into degrading the product for the sake
of increasing the market.“Day is telling
us to back away from ‘Best Practice’ and
settle for ‘Mediocre Practice’ – or worse.”

In fact, it’s not a“dumbing down” that I
am advocating here, but a different take
on the continuum of social accountability.
I saw it achieved once in the course of
Opportunities Planning, an initiative
that sought to connect hundreds of
unemployed people in Waterloo Region
with employment opportunities.

Opportunities Planning, similar to
many employment programs measured
its success by counting the number of
people who found work after passing
through its program.

A social accountant helped us to
realize that simply counting the number
of people going back to work was
incredibly silly. Statistics show that most
unemployed people eventually find work.

So what was important about
Opportunities Planning? Well, it
helped people to get back to work
faster than they would have otherwise.
It helped people to get jobs that were
better than they had previously in
terms of pay and their family life. It
helped them to keep these new jobs for
longer periods.

The social accounting process
delivered two things to Opportunities
Planning. One was a mind-numbing
Return on Investment calculation that
was done once and never repeated. The
second was a change in thinking. Many
staff embraced the realization that the
organization’s core role was not
“helping individuals to find work,” but
“helping individuals to find the

.”
Is this an example of Best Practice

in social accountability? Probably not.
We only accomplished the first of the
seven elements: identifying and
clarifying the key results we wanted to
achieve. Yet in accomplishing that one
element, practitioners gained a new
and precise understanding of the
purpose of their work. It’s an insight
that continues to influence the design
and implementation of programming
to this day.

The methodology that
Opportunities Planning created to
quantify its Return on Investment
(measuring how the program acceler-
ated individuals to find work faster

best
possible job in the shortest time possible

than they otherwise could have) was
quite clever. But clever tools alone will
not increase the ability of nonprofits to
understand their ultimate bottom line.

You see, customers can’t always
demand Best Practice. They demand the
products that work within their
resources. The social accounting industry
has to recognize that the current barrier
to success is not to be crossed by
technical perfection in our tools, but by
better serving our nonprofit customers,
providing practical demonstrations of its
usefulness, and providing lower priced
products.

So let’s reshape how we as CED
practitioners approach social account-
ability. As we provide our tools and
services to nonprofit organizations let’s
not strive merely for Best Practice, but
for the best practice possible with
available resources in the shortest time.
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To download Mark Cabaj’s “Social

Accountability Framework” (2001) go to

www.frl.on.ca/frl/PrioritiesAndHighlights/

SocialAccountability.
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FOR COMMUNITY RECOVERY & RENEWAL

A compendium of best practices in local revitalization: over
60 methods that communities have successfully used to
enhance their economic and social well-being. For a free
PDF copy, visit www.cedworks.com and click “Tools &
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Community Enterprise at (toll-free) 1-888-255-6779.
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The CED
Bookshop

Digital

An on-line database of over 400 articles,
papers, & books on the principles & practice
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format, & searchable by author, title, subject,
& date. Go to ...
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